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$EVWUDFW In this study, the flow phenomena over NACA4412 were experimentally observed at various angle
of attack and Reynolds number of 25000, 50000 and 75000, respectively. NACA4412 airfoil was manufactured
at 3D printer and each tips of the wing were closed by using plexiglas to obtain two-dimensional airfoil. The
experiments were conducted at low speed wind tunnel. The force measurement and hot-wire experiments were
conducted to obtain data so that the flow phenomenon at the both top and bottom of the airfoil such as the flow
separation and vortex shedding were observed. Also, smoke-wire experiment was carried out to visualize the
surface flow pattern. After obtaining graphics from both force measurement experiment and hot-wire
experiment compared with smoke wire experiment, it was noticed that there is a good coherence among the
experiments. It was concluded that as Re number increased, the stall angle increased. And the separation
bubble moved towards leading edge over the airfoil as the angle of attack increased.
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In the past time and nowadays, aerodynamic
researches concentrated on low Reynolds number
aerodynamics, transition and laminar separation bubble
for efficiency of wind power or flight regime [1-9]. As it
was mentioned, these flight regime or efficiency of wind
power can be improved before the analysis and design of
aerofoil operating in the low Reynolds number. A better
understanding of the associated flow phenomena must be
obtained. The major concerns at specific conditions
involve the wide region of separated flow can occur over
the aerofoil for low Reynolds number incompressible
flow. The various flow phenomena involved in the
formation of a laminar separation bubble are especially of
interest, because they can play an enormous role in the
development of the boundary layer.
As previously discussed in the literatures, the flow
separation and the laminar separation bubble affect the
airfoils running with low Reynolds number [1-8]. The
laminar separation bubbles are firstly separated from
surface of airfoil and encounter with adverse pressure
gradient [10]. It then passes to transition area including
TS waves, spanwise vorticity, 3-dimensional breakdown,
turbulent spots and subsequently reattaches onto surface
[11, 12].
Genç et. al experimentally [7] and numerically [8]
studied to the laminar separation bubble (LSB), transition
and reattachment phenomenon over NACA2415 at low
Reynolds number. After the experiments, they observed
that the separation point moved towards the leading-edge
a

of airfoil when angle of attack increased. Furthermore, it
was concluded that short bubble burst at higher angle of
attack caused long bubble to happen by using the oil-flow
visualization experiment. Carmichael [13] explained low
Reynolds number between 70000 and 200000 where size
of laminar separation bubble, its formation widely affects
aerodynamic performance of airfoil in his study. Wahidi
et. al [14] investigated to effects of laminar separation
bubbles over NACA4412 airfoil model using volumetric
three-component velocimetry (V3V) and particle image
velocimetry (PIV) at Reynolds number 50000 and
different angle of attack. They described onset of
transition, location of separation point and reattachment.
Their results demonstrated that roll-up of spanwise
caused vortices and these vortices inspired pairs of
negative and positive wall-normal velocity. The pairs did
an enormous act in the uncertainty of the reattachment of
the separated shear layer. O’meara and Mueller [15]
investigated behaviors and physique of laminar
separation bubbles at low Reynolds number in their
paper. They chose to NACA663-018 as airfoil model.
Their range of Reynolds number was 50000-200000 and
angle of attack was between 8°-12°. Their study showed
that laminar separation bubble decreased as Reynolds
number increased whereas the bubble increased in both
thickness and length as angle of attack increased.
Agrawal and Saxena [16] aimed that making analysis
for aerodynamic of wings. They chose to NACA4412
airfoil as a model and achieved few results after
completing wind tunnel tests sections. They could
observe from results that lift increased until a certain
point if angle of attack increased. Their observation also
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included that drag started to become a dominant factor if
angle of attack kept rising and stall occurred as a result of
all these parts.
In this study, a detailed experimental study was
conducted to observe the flow phenomenon over
NACA4412 airfoil. After the experiments completed, it
was seen fine agreement between the obtaining the
graphics and the flow visualization.
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2.2 Determination of the aerodynamic force
coefficient for two-dimensional NACA4412 airfoil
To find out the aerodynamic force coefficients for
two-dimensional NACA4412 airfoil, a computercontrolled automatic angle-changing force measurement
system was used as demonstrated in Figure 3. Lift and
drag forces were separately measured by strain-gauge.
Then, these forces were converted to drag coefficient
(CD) and lift coefficient (CL) where placed x-axis and yaxis at the coordinate system, respectively.

2.1. Experimental apparatus and methods
The experiments were performed in a low speed,
suction type wind tunnel with a square working section of
500 mm x 500 mm at the laboratory located at the
Department of Energy Systems Engineering, Erciyes
University via Wind Engineering and Aerodynamics
Research Group (WEAR) as shown in Figure 1.
Turbulence intensity of the tunnel is 0.35% and the
operating range of tunnel speed was 1-45 m / s [7, 17].
The experiments were conducted at Reynolds numbers of
25000, 50000 and 75000.

Figure 3. Automatic computer controlled force measurement
system.

Figure 4 shows the experimental results of force
measurements at Reynolds number of 25000. The stall
angle is 12° and the maximum lift coefficient (CL,max) is
0.9. The drag coefficient increased as angle of attack
increased gradually. This situation for Reynolds number
of 50000 is illustrated in Figure 5. The stall angle is 16°
and the maximum lift coefficient is 1.25. It is seen that
the swift climbing at the drag coefficient after the stall
angle. The stall angle is 18° and the maximum lift
coefficient is 1.35 for Reynolds number of 75000 as
shown in Figure 6. The lift and drag coefficient increased
dramatically until the stall was occurred. From these
figures, it was concluded that as Re number increased,
the stall angle increased.

Figure 1. The experimental set-up and the wind tunnel.

A two-dimensional NACA4412 airfoil was
produced via 3D printer as shown at Figure 2. After the
two-dimensional NACA4412 airfoil was manufactured
with 3D printer, it was rubbed with sandpaper to ensure
smoothness of the surface and two plexiglas were used.
The airfoil model has a chord (c) of 10 cm and a span of
10 cm.

Figure 4. Aerodynamic force coefficients at Reynolds number
of 25000 for NACA4412 airfoil.

Figure 2. NACA4412 airfoil model produced via 3D printer.
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a) 8°

b) 12°

Figure 5. Aerodynamic force coefficients at Reynolds number
of 50000 for NACA4412 airfoil.

Figure 7. Flow visualization with smoke-wire experiments at
Reynolds number of 25000.

The laminar separation bubble is seen clearly at
Reynolds number of 25000 as shown in Figure 7(a). The
separation bubble moved towards leading edge over the
airfoil when the angle of attack increased from 8 to 12.
For Reynolds number of 50000, the leading edge flow
separation happens at 16 even though the laminar
separation bubble is observed at 12 as demonstrated in
Figure 8(a) and 8(b), respectively. The flow separation
can also observe at Reynolds number of 75000 as shown
in Figure 9(b). Yet, the angle of the flow separation is 19
and the leading-edge separation is also seen at 19.

Figure 6. Aerodynamic force coefficients at Reynolds number
of 75000 for NACA4412 airfoil.

a) 12°

2.3 Flow Visualization with smoke-wire experiment
for NACA4412 airfoil model
Flow visualization with smoke-wire is an easier
way in order to evaluate the structure of flow over the
airfoil. The method consists of a slim wire positioned in
the flow field of experiment chamber. The wire was
located in front of leading-edge of airfoil. The vertical
location of the wire was manually adjusted for proper
positioning of the sheet of smoke. The small drops of the
oil were gradually drained from the top of the wire by
means of syringe. The electrical current was used through
the wire in order to heat. The wire was heated as the
small drops of the oil were drained. A compact camera
was also used in order to visualize the sheets of smoke. It
was almost positioned 50 cm forward of the experiment
chamber and was focused to the airfoil. 30 frames were
recorded at each Reynolds number. Two or three of fine
frames were chosen and the corresponding flow
structures were observed as demonstrated at Figure 7,
Figure 8 and Figure 9, respectively.

b) 16°

Figure 8. Flow visualization with smoke-wire experiments at
Reynolds number of 50000.
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a) 18°

b) 19°

Figure 9. Flow visualization with smoke-wire experiments at
Reynolds number of 75000.

airfoil at the wake region of the airfoil. 2 cm above of the
airfoil is chosen as starting point for measurement and the
hot wire runs along the y-axis at the wake region of the
airfoil. The hot wire continues to measure until 2 cm
bottom of the airfoil. After the hot wire experiments are
completed, the value of U/U at the wake region is
obtained at Reynolds number of 25000, 50000 and 75000
as shown in Figure 10, respectively. At Reynolds number
of 25000, the velocity at the wake region decreased from
1.034 to 0.6 at 16 . The velocity similarly decreased from
1.074 to 0.37 at 20 . The similar decreasing is observed at
Reynolds number of 50000 and 75000. After the flow
separates from the surface of airfoil, it meets with the
flow coming from the bottom of the airfoil at the wake
region. For the separated flow over the airfoil is more
dominant than the flow at the bottom of airfoil, velocity
decreasing happens at the wake region. The flow
separation moves to leading-edge of the airfoil when the
angle of attack increases. The separated flow is more
powerful than the separated flow at the former angle of
attack. Thus, the velocity decreasing at the wake region
increase dramatically when angle of attack increases as
illustrated at figure 11.

2.4 Hot wire anemometry system
The hot wire system used in this experiment is a
single sensor miniature wire probe. The miniature wire
probe has a 5m diameter, 1.25 mm long platinum-plated
tungsten wire sensor. The system has the ability to
measure one dimensional flows of low turbulence
intensity. In velocity measurement experiments, the
sample rate was 2 kHz and 20000 data was obtained for
each experiment. DANTEC DYNAMICS mini-CTA
software is used for the velocity measurement from 1C,
which means 1 chord length of airfoil, forward of the
trailing-edge of airfoil.

Re = 25000

Re = 25000

Re = 50000

Re = 50000

Re = 75000

Re = 75000

Figure 10. Hot-wire probe [18]

The hot wire probe needs to be calibrated before
being used in the experiment. There is a relationship
between the flow velocity and the measured voltages
recorded the hot-wire anemometry system for hot-wire
process. The traverse running both vertically and
horizontally is conducted to move the hot-wire probe.

Figure 11. The value of U / U at the wake region of
NACA4412 airfoil

2.4.2 Hot wire anemometry data acquisition and
analysis

&RQFOXVLRQ

Once the velocity calibration is completed, the hot
wire probe is positioned 1C forward of trailing-edge of

The experiments were conducted for the particular
angle of attack in a low speed wind tunnel. The smokewire, the aerodynamic force coefficient and hot-wire
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experiments were carried out on an NACA4412 airfoil at
Reynolds number of 25000, 50000 and 75000 where the
leading-edge separation exists. The lift coefficient (CL)
increases gradually when the angle of attack increases at
Reynolds number of 25000. Drag coefficient (CD) also
increases but there is no rapid climbing. The lift and drag
coefficients also increase clearly at Reynolds number of
50000 and 75000 when the angle of attack increases.
Unlike Reynolds number of 25000, there is a sudden
climbing for the drag coefficient. The stall occurs at 16,
19 at Reynolds number of 50000, 75000, respectively. An
abrupt stall can be observed at Reynolds number of
50000 and 75000 whereas mild stall can be observed at
Reynolds number of 25000. It is concluded that the stall
angle increase when Reynolds number increase. Beside,
the smoke-wire experiments at Reynolds number of
50000 and 75000 show a fine coherence with the
aerodynamic force coefficient experiments. The velocity
at the wake region of the airfoil decreased when angle of
attack increased. It means that the flow separation headed
to the leading-edge of the airfoil gradually when angle of
attack increased.
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